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A. ORGANIZATION OF WORK AND ATTENDANCE

l.; ' The Fourth Meeting of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the

Integration of Wbmdri-in Development (ARCC) was^ held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from,

11 to 13 April 1983 at the Headquarters of the Economic Commission fot Africa (ECA).

2, Bureau members, elected by the subregional committees for the Integration of Women

in Development of the various MULPOCs were invited to the meeting.

(a) Gisenyi MULPOC

Chairperson: ;

Vice-Chairperson:

Rapporteur:

Zaire;

Bu'itmd

Rwanda

(b) Lusaka MULPOC

Chairperson*
Vice-Chairperson;

Rapporteur:

..Swaziland

Ethiopia

Seychelles

(c) Niamey MULPOC

Chairperson:

Vice-Chairperson:

Rapporteur:

Guinea

Guinea Bissau

Togo !■ , ;

(d) Yaounde MULPOC

Chairperson:

Vice-Chairperson

Rapporteur:

Gabon

Sao Tome and Principe

Congo

(e) Tangiers MULPOC

Chairperson;

Vice-Chairperson;

; Rapporteur: ,

Egypt

Tunisia

Morocco;

Those present were:

(a) Gisenyi

(b)' Lukaka MULPOC:
(c)'' Niamey MULPOC: '
(d) Yaounde MULPOC:

(e) Tangiers MULPOC:

Rwanda, Zaire

Swaziland, Ethiopia, Seychelles

Guinea, Togo

Gabon, Congo

Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco
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was elected

fnd

Chairperson:

7^ ^lca-^airperson;
2nd Vlce-Cha: person:
1st Rapporteur:

2nd Rapporteur:

Gulnea> Nlamey MULpQC

Swaziland, Lusaka MULPOC

Congo, Yaounde MULPOC
Zalre> Glsenyi mLp(K

Morocco, Tangiers MULPOC

*«"»

the new Bureau on its election

6-

B. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

The meeting adopted without discussion the following agenda:

1. Opening Ceremony

3.* S:t-onyofhthehBur^u
4O Adoption of the Agenda

5. Consideration of progress reports:

(a) Activities of ATRCW in relation to the ECA 1982-1983 Work
Programs p.ad Priorities;

(b) Implementation of the MULPOCs Women's Programmes;

for the Integration of

6, ATRCW Work Programme and Priorities for 1984-1985
7. Institutional framework governing relations between the various

8 ?SrdSRe"ioLtSredft0 Pr°m°te ^ lnte8rati°n of women in development
I] Other lllttrs] ^ ** *** Irite«ratlon of *«^ i» DeveibpLnt(1984)
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C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Opening statements

7. The meeting was formally opened by Mrs. Desta Bishaw, Permanent Secretary of the

Ministry of Finance and Alternate Central Committee Member of the Commission for

Organizing the Party of the Working People of Ethiopia (COPWE), on behalf of the

Government of Ethiopia. She welcomed participants and stressed the importance of

the meeting which coincided with the preparations for the World Conference of the

United Nations Decade for Women to be held in Kenya in 1985.

8. She underscored the African women's role in the struggle for independence as well

as their efforts to combat hunger, disease and illiteracy; their contribution had been

minimized because governments were unaware of the vast potential of women. That

realization had led to the establishment of national machineries for women and development

in many African States. In that connexion, the Revolutionary Ethiopia Women's

Association (REWA) had been established to politicize women and implement development
activities for them at the grassroots level.

9. It was regrettable that the determined struggle of African and other developing

countries for the establishment of a New Economic Order had not yet borne fruit.

Although the achievements of ECA/ATRDV in the field of women and development were

encouraging, much remained to be done. She expressed the hope that the meeting would

come up with proposals and recommendations which would further enhance those achievements.

10. The Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa, Mr. Adebayo Adedeji,

welcomed members of ARCC and observers to the meeting and congratulated the newly elected

members of ARCC. That particular ARCC meeting was crucial because it was taking place at
the end of the United Nations Decade for Women and on the eve of the Regional Preparatory

Conference to be held in 1984. ARCC had become a very important organ for co-ordinating
policies and programmes for women and development activities in the African region; he
was confident that the meeting would examine a comprehensive institutional framework

concerning the nature and relationship between the various ECA structures that had been

established to,enhance the advancement of African women. He concluded by paying special

tribute to the out-going ARCC Chairperson, Madame Delphine Tsanga who had played a crucial

role in the formative years of ARCC and had conscientiously discharged her responsibi
lities.

11. ECA was concerned about the status of women in the labour force and their

participation in taking decisions on development policies and programmes in their

countries. In that connexion, he recalled the importance of the Regional Seminar on

National Machineries;which had been in Addis Ababa in November 1982 as well as the
participation of the Centre in the work carried out by relevant institutions to develop
valid indicators on the activities of women. The recent decision to put ATRCW under the
Cabinet Office of the Executive Secretary was an effort to involve women in the
decision-making process.

12. While noting that ATRCW had continued despite financial difficulties to implement
its programme by clarifying concepts and strategies, creating an awareness of the role
of women in development, and facilitating follow-up actions on the recommendations made
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by member States, he expressed appreciation to UNDP, the Swedish International

Development Agency (SIDA), the Voluntary Fund for the United Nations Decade for

Women (VFDW) and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) for

their financial support. However, in view of the difficult time anticipated to

implement the 1984-1985 Work Programme, he urged the world community and member States

to provide additional financial assistance and ARCC to find ways and means of obtaining

the required support. : :

13. He ended his address by appealing to participants to seriously consider the 1935
World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women because there were important

issues to be decided upon in Africa's interest. He invited participants to take part

in the ECA Silver Jubilee celebrations and hoped that they would also participate in

the other EGA meetings taking place from 14 to 22 April 19S3.

14. The Assistant Secretary General of the Organization of African Unity COAU) assured

the women of Africa of the complete support of the Organization which, despite its

current difficulties, continued to strive for the unity and progress of the continent.

African women played eminent roles in the cultural, political, social and economic life
of their respective societies; women of the Third World in general, and of Africa in

particular, had not waited for examples from the outside before participating fully

in the political life and national liberation struggle of their respective countries ;

as such, great figures as Mrs. Indira Gandhi and Winnie Mandela had abundantly shown.

15. The Lagos Plan of Action now provided the framework for joint action by African

women and men against hunger, disease, poverty and death, in a context of indigenous,

self-focused and self-reliant development, which took account of.the needs, realities

and cultural identity of African countries, divorced from any useless ties. A future

African society could not be built without the full participation of African women;

much remained to be done to promote such total participation, particularly by developing

education and literacy, raisin? the marrying age and offering women the same rights and

obligations as men.

16. Finally, on behalf of the Organization of African Unity he solemnly appealed to

African women to contribute to the establishment of a new Africa where everyone, man

or woman, would be called upon to play their part for the good of all.

17. The outgoing Chairperson of the African Regional Co-ordinating Committee (ARCC),

Mrs. Delphine Tsanga, thanked the Ethiopian Government for its welcome and congratulated

Ethiopian women for their co-operation and their efforts to further the cause of African

women. She welcomed the presence of the representative of the OAU Secretary-General
at the meeting which was proof of the Organization's active support and expressed the

hope that OAU would quickly overcome the current difficulties it was facing in order to
concentrate fully on its objective of liberating and developing Africa.

18. In order to make the greatest possible contribution to the liberation of Africa,

women should devote themselves to changing attitudes, getting to know the real needs of
their countries, integrating their activities into an overall development process and
ensure that they obtain the resources required to carry out their activities.
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19. Finally, she hailed the twenty-fifth anniversary of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa and welcomed the fac: that the Commission had established
original and unique machineries for the integration of women in development at the
regional as well as subregional levels; such machineries should permit African women
to participate fully in eradicating all forms of poverty ard establishing a new and
more equitable international order.

Report of the outgoing Chairperson of ARCC

20. After briefly outlining the background to the establishment of ARCC, the Chair
person mentioned the difficulties she had faced during her two successive terms of

Thl Z' FinanCial Proems had prevented her from carrying out her duties properly.

Yaounde wlnr™ i \ r ^^^ had been funded by the v'omen's P^ramme of the
o^theS p k °f hl7au resources had als° bee* * handicap. The Co-ordinator
of the Komen's Programme of the Yaounde HULPOC had acted as her secretary, which
had increased the workload of the Co-ordinator.

tKrZpnr, ^f'3 had als° been a ha^aP. She had often been out off
the MULPOCs and even the African Training and Research Centre for 'Vomen (ATRCWV

\L~ ■ i T qUUe difficult t0 -co-ordinate activities among the various national,
subregional and regional machineries. That situation was a drawback to and a handicap
for certain machineries which had probably needed assistance to establish better
structures and sometimes to influence the opinions of States with respect to national
machineries. The co-ordination of existing machineries had also become less efficient
as a result,

22l ,WJthuresPect t0 the financial problem, some States had been requested to provide
material, human ana financial support for the women's programme. Unfortunately, no
positive responses had been received. '

23. For 1933, ARCC had secured the commitment of UNICF.F and the United Republic of
Cameroon to organize a regional seminar on the protection of the African child and
remunerative activities for women. ARCC had also secured for the women's programme a
portion of the contributions pledged by certain countries for the United Nations Trust
Fund for African Development.

™An uF°liowinS the tripartite UN'DP-ARCC-F-CA meeting held in July 19S2 at Yaounde,
UNDP had granted US$3 million to the women's programme up to 1986. ARCC also had its
own budget to enable it to operate.

25. Among the specific activities that ARCC had conducted, note should be taken of
its_participation m the Lusaka Regional Meeting in 1979 which.had prepared the African
regional Plan of Action for submission to the Copenhagen Conference in 1930. Through
the efforts of ECA and the structures established, specific programmes for rural women
were.coming into being. Studies on the status and living conditions of women had been
made available.

26 Seminars had been held to improve the professional qualifications and managerial
skills of women. Increasingly, national machineries were being called upon to take
into account the participation of women in national economies, particularly in food
production. In certain subregions, co-ordinators were bein^ requested to assist national
machineries to become more operational.
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27. With regard to the future, it would he desirable for the following measures

to be taken: :

'" (a); National machineries should be strengthened and provided with adequate

human■'and financial resources for ths irplementation of their programmes;

(h) Regional Co-operation should be strengthened and further exchange of

experience among national and subregional machineries should be encouraged;

(c) Communications among various structures at the regional and subregional

levels should be developed;

(d). States should bo encouraged to finance programmes approved in the MULPOC

work programme;

; (e) Sources of financing for the programmes of national and subregional

machineries should be diversified;

(f) The representation of national and subregional machineries on decision-

making bodies should be expedited;

(g) The implementation of existing projects should be ensured and monitored;

(h) ATPCV activities and programmes should he equitably distributed among

the various subregions. ..

28. In conclusion, she wished that UNDP would continue to support women's programmes

and that t>o«itivc co-operation vould be established between the International Research
and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women (INSTRAW) and ATRC'I. She ended by
thanking the women of Africa for the confidence they had placed in her for four years,
ECA for the constant co-operation extended to her and ATRCW for its effectiveness,

tenacity and determination to ensure the success of women's activities.

Consideration of progress reports (agenda item 5)

(a) REPORT ON1 THE ACTIVITIES OF THE AFRICAN RESEARCH AND'■TRAINING
CENTRE FOR WOMEN (AD?IL 1932-APF.IL 1983)

29. The Chief Co-ordinator of the African Training and Research Centre for Women
(ATRCV?) introduced the report on the activities of ATRCW for April 1982-April. 1933

(ATRCW/ARCC/S5/*\'G.i), emphasizing the most important activities undertaken by the,Centre
during that period. The Centre had made every effort to follow the recommendations of
the third meeting of ARCC held at Douala froi* 15 to 17 March 1982, which had been approved
by the eighth meeting of the FCA Conference of Ministers. The Centre's activities were

in line with the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action and of the Copenhagen Programme

of Action.

. 30. The three priority fields of activity during the period under consideration
had been the participation of women in development, enhancement of women's skills and
assistance in the establishment and strengthening of national machinery. The report

endeavoured to describe ATRCH's activities in the fields of information and communica
tions, training, refugees ar.d newly^independent countries, evaluation of projects,

research and policy planning.



31. With respect to information and c'lraunic-aticns , she emphasized the, as yet,

largely unexplored possibilities offers! by the Pan African. Documentation and

Information System (PADIS) and the existence of the DEVPIS index, which,when it becane

fully operational9 would facilitate the broad circulation of the Centre's publications.

ATRCW now had a terminal linked to the FADIS syston9 which would help it to improve

the quality and speed nf publication of documents, to reduce costs and to form a

computerized data base, A largo number of requests (18,000) for ATRCW publications had

been made during the pcri^-i .April 1982-April lc'?3;. " film -n national machineries would

be released soon. Africa now had a Federation of Africa Media Women, which would

facilitate close co-operation ar.on^ women, in the information field.

32. With respect to the enhancement of women's skills, a number of study tours and

seminars had been organized during the period under consideration. She drew attention

to the success of the course or; "women3 management and development planning/' in which

men and women occupying key posts in their countries had participated. Training in

specific fields had included a seminar on the introduction of a module ''integration of

women in development" in the regular curricula of universities, and a course on improv-

in/1; the skills of women workers in extension services. Lastly, she emphasized the

importance of thj study tour/seminar organized jointly with SIDA funds,for project

managers and trainers in employment and incorie-^oneratin.:; activities for women.

33. With respect to the refugee loroblen, she drew attention to the principle whereby

the problem had to be dealth with by the United Nations systems as a whole, and to the

Centre's participation in the activities of the United Nations specialized agencies and

organs dealing with refugees, particularly in the Horn of Africa.

3^. She emphasised the importance of evaluating programmes and drew specific attention

to the evaluation of the Ethiopia nutrition project and the tripartite UNDP/ECA/ARCC

review of the MULPOCs Women's Pro'-ranmo.

35- With respect to research no policy could be formulated and no action undertaken

with any chance of success unless they were baned :n serious research. She referred to

the studies undertaken by ECA in the fields :.i' fieh or ;cescinra maize preservation and

small-scale palm oil processing - in which women's labour predominated. She also drew

attention to the ATRCW studios on the rights and situation of women in various

countries and to the annotate:! bibliographies on womon and development.

36. ATRCW was concerned with the prssiblo irTluonce of the results of such research

(whether read, reflected in specific rro>rrammes or action or used by national machineries)

To that end, ATRCW had '-remised ,-. seminar on thv utilizati^;;. of research "by national

machineries, during which the participants had recommended, in particular, that national

seminars should be organized on the same topic, that the results of research should be

circulated in national lonrruarrcs ani. that better use should be made of the media. ATRCVIo^

co-operation with other belies, such as the United Nations University and INSTKAW, would

also form an important activity in the collection^, distribution a.nd use of research.

37- In the field of policy planning and formulations ATRCW had participated in a

number of meetings at the intergovernmental level within the United Nations system,

through bilateral co-operation and through non-r-ovcrnmental or/ranizations.

38. Lastly, she commented briefly on ATRCW'5 programme resources for 1982 and 1983

and observed that there was an increase of ^,h per cent in the funds obtained for 1983.

1983 would therefore be a root3 year compared with 1982 and taking account of the

prospects for 198U-1985.
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(b) REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE MULPOCS

i) Report of the Giscnyi MULPOC

39. The Rapporteur of the Subregional Committee; of the Gisenyi MULPOC (Rwanda) speaking
on behalf of the Chairperson indicated that it had not been possible to hold the Gisenyi

MULPOC Subregional Committee meeting as scheduled and hence no report could be submitted

to the assembly.

ii) Report of the Lusaka MULPOC

Uo. The Chairperson of the Subregional Committee of the Lusaka MULPOC introduced the

report on the basis of two documents namely, the Prepress Report on the Implementation

of the Work Programme of the Lusaka MULPOC on the integration of women in development,

March 1982 to April 1933 (Document ATRCW/ARCC/83) and the Report of the Third Meeting of

the Subregional Committee on the Integration of Uomen in Development for Eastern and

Southern African States, held in Mbabane, Swaziland from 15 to 19 March 1983 (Document

ECA/MULPOC/Lusaka/155/V). She first recalled the 1982 Work Programme approved by the

Third meeting of the Subregicnal Bureau.

hi. In view of the approved Work Programme, she highlighted the project activities

implemented within the framework of the Lusaka MULPOC during 1982. They included:

(a) An inter-country workshop on project formulation, implementation and

evaluation, organized in Tananarive, Madagascar £

(b) Lusaka MULPOC Policy Organs Meeting;

(c) National Information Seminar on National Machinery for the Integration

of Women in Development for Malawi;

(d) Surveys to identify needs of women in development in three countries,

Comoros, Djibouti and Uganda;

(e) Preparations for a subregional workshop on fuelwood and energy development

for African

(f) Needs Assessment missions to member States;

(g) Third Meeting cf the Subregional Committee on the Integration of Women

in Development.

H2. Elaborating on tho third moating of the Subregional Committee, she first referred

t- the objectives, agenda and matters considered by the meeting. She emphasized the1

concern of the meeting regarding the two major constraints nf the Lusaka MULPOC Women's

Programme, namely inadequate funds ind personnel and reported on the appeal" made by the

meeting to member States to support the programme through pledges and sponsorship of

delegations to tho programme's activities in pursuance of resolution III passed by the

Sixth Meeting cf the Lusaka MULPOC Council of Ministers held in Mbabane, Swaziland,
from ih to 16 February 1983. She also reported on the Subregional Committee's concern

about irregular participation of the Chairperson at MULPOC meetings due to financial

constraints and called on jIP.CC to consider the problem. With regard to inadequate

personnel, the Subregional Committee would like to ensure that the United Nations

Volunteer designated as Assistant Co-ordinatcr for the Lusaka MULPOC Women's Programme

would come from, the African region.
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k3. She informed the meeting of the approved ^ork programme for 1983. Similarly,

the Subrejrional Committee had approved., in principle, the proposed 198^-1985 work

programme and mandated the Bureau to modify the details of the 198U-1985 "biennial

work programme on the basis of the priority needs expressed by member States at its

Third Meeting.

hk. Having referred to constraints existing in member States with respect to the

full integration of women in development, she highlighted some of the substantive

deliberations and recommendations passed by third meeting on various areas of concern

(a) Member States were ur.;^ed to ratify and enforce the convention on the

Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women-

(b) Amendment of discriminating laws and legislation e.{% family law on

inheritance and succession., credit facilities,, etc, ;

(c) Launching or intensification cf sensitization programmes and activities

by member States;

(d) Launching of programmes for out-of-school r^irls %

(e) Promotion of research on various areas including, market research
for income-generating activities;

(f) Strategies for ensuring that appropriate technology devices reach

and benefit women at household level;

(g) Assisting Portuguese-speaking countries by providing interpretation

services for their study tours or facilitating their participation in activities

of other MQLPOCs with French-speaking countries,

U5. Finally she recalled the MULPOC's role in promoting co-operation amon.^ member

States through the subre^ional activities an,; called upon member States to undertake

fcllow-up action at the national level to ensure that the MULPQC Women's programme

would be more effective and have greater impact.

Report of the Yaounde MULPOC

U6. The progress report of the Subregional Committee of the Yaounde MULPOC was

presented by the Chairperson and comprised the following three parts:

(a) Activities for the 1981-1982 period;

(b) Programme fcr the 1983-198U period;

(c) Human and financial resources for the implementation of the

work programme.

*+7. The programme implemented in 198I-19B2 had been drawn up at the second meeting

of the Subregional Coinmittee held fit Yaounde in November 198O. It comprised the
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following activities: establishment and strengthening -~>f national machineries,

training of women leaders in project formulation, implementation and evaluation

techniques; promotion of health and nutrition; studies on women's activities;

exchange of experience among women of the subregion,

U8. With respect to the establishment and strengthening of national machineries,

three seminars on national machineries hal been held at Bangui, Malabo and Sao Tome

and Principe respectively. The seminars resulted in the establishment of national

machineries in the countries which did not yet have any and helped to improve the

technical competence of existing national ~achineri.es in the formulation of their

work programmes.

kg. The promotion of health and nutrition resulted in a subregional seminar on

home economics which was held in Libreville, Gabon in October 19-81. The follow-up

to the seminar had led to the establishment of an association of home economists in

the Central African Republic. In Gabon specific activities relating to home economics?

were being carried out within village co-operatives.

50. Two studies had been carried out. The first had dealt with the status of worrier,

in credit machineries and the establishment -if a welfare fund for women. Some of the

countries of the subregion were considering ways of implementing the recommendations

of the study. The second study had dealt with ways of making the traditional dyeing

methods of the women of Foto I'oto in Brazzaville more efficient. It had resulted in

a seminar on dyeing techniques.

51. With respect to the exchange of experience, some Congolese women had visited

the United Republic of Cameroon to study the system of traditional savings and

community farms. Another study tour had been organized between the Yaounde MULPOC

Subregional Committee and the Gisenyi MULPOC Subregional Committee. Upon their return

to Rwanda the Rwandese women had. gone on a study tour to the United Republic of Cameroon.

52. The Bureau of the Subregional Committee had met twice in 198l. The Subregicnal

Committee had participated in the fourth r.oeting of the Committee of L'xperts and fourth

meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Yaounde MULPOC held at Bangui in the Central

African Republic, it had also participated in the second meeting of AKCC held at Addis

Ababa.

53. Owing to financial constraints, activities carried out in 1982 h>d been

comparatively less than those of previous years. The activities were the following:

(a) Participation in the fifth meeting of the Committee of Experts and in the

fifth meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Yaounde MULPCC held in Douala as well

as in the third meeting of AECC;

(b) Holding cf a subregicnal seminar on -project preparation techniques

concurrently with a seminar on national machineries in June 1932- in Brazzaville,

Congo■

(c) Preparation and submission of an organisation des femmes d'union nationale

de Gameroun (OFUNC), women's project document to tho Ford Foundation for financing;

(d) Participation of the co-ordinator in the UNQP-ECA-ARCC tripartite

meeting;



(e) Preparation of project documents t.~; te submitted to FAQ concerning:

(i) A study on food preservation .ail storage: methods;

(ii) A sturly on agricultural techniques.

(f) Participation of the co-ordinator in the seminar held for co-ordinators

in December 1982 in Addis Ababa;

(g) Preparation of the third meeting of the Subregional Committee.

5H In the course of the third meeting of the Subregional Committee held in
February 1983 it was noted that not all the studies planned in 1982 had been implemented
and that those yet to be implemented had been incorporated into the 1983 work programme.
The programme for 1983-1986 took into account the strategies contained in the Lagos ilan
of Action adopted by African Heads of State and Government in 1980. It covered the
following areas: education and training employment; communications and information
media; health, nutrition and family life; population; research; data collection^ and
analysis of the status of women; legislative and administrative measures governing the

status of women.

55 The programme was to be implemented by ECA, UNDP and the Governments of States
covered by the MULPOC. Financial Assistance would also be sought from the Voluntary
Fund for the United Nations Decade for Women and from non-governmental organizations.

56 At the third meeting a new bureau for the forthcoming two years had been

elected and a programme of work for 1983-19&6 had been drawn up. The Subregional
Committee had reported to the sixth meetings of the committee of experts and of the
Council of Ministers. The Committee had adopted four recommendations on: state ^
support to the women's programme; action by national machineries in favour of women s

programme; research and collection of data on women; and assistance by United Nations

agencies and organizations to the women's pm-rammes.

Report of the Tanrders MULPOC

57 A representative of the secretariat presented the Report of the Second Meeting
of the Tan/iers MULPOC Subregional Committee (ECA/MJLPOC/Tangiers/E.IIl/ll) which had
been held in Tangiers, Morocco, on 15 and 16 March 1983 ani had been attended by
17 representatives from the following member States of the MULPOC: Algeria, Epypt,
Morocco, the Sudan and Tunisia. The Subregional Comnittee meeting had been preceded
by a meeting of the Bureau on lk March 1983 at which the programme and activities naa
been reviewed. Since very few activities had been undertaken m the subregion in

1981/1982, the Bureau had proposed a revision of the priority areas for 19V3-L.W
which had been approved; a final version could be found in Annex I of the report of the

meeting.
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58. In the 1983-1985 programme, the Subrerional Committee had Placed emphasis
on research and studies on housewives, working women and women in"public life,
training of women in entrepreneurship anil management; protection of r^cn-ls produced
from women's enterprises through co-operative systems; strengthening "of programmes
for^women m health and social protection; and information and documentation
activities to increase awareness and promote a positive image of women. One draw
back to the implementation of the MULPOC programme for women had been the absence of
a co-ordinator. There had been unfortunate delays in recruiting a co-ordinator but
the process was expected to be concluded by the end of April 1983 as requested by
resolution Wo. 6 of the MULPOC Council of Plenipotentiaries meeting of 22 March 1983.

59. The Subregional Committee had adopted seven concrete recommendations which
appeared^in Annex II of the above report. The recommendations dealt with measures
to facilitate the work of the Committee and the implementation of the women's
programme, to ensure equal rights for women and men in national labour laws, and

to mobilize resources in the member States of the MULPOC. The Committee had urged
member States to assist with cash contributions and contributions in kind such as
making available their national experts, institutions and facilities to carry -ut
specific subregional activities for women. It had also appealed to member States to
earmark funds to the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development (UNTFAD) and
to make their contributions speedily available. On the question of financing

Subregional Committee meetings, the Committee had taken an important decision which
had been approved by the Council of Plenipotentiaries that the meetings should be held
at the same time and venue as the meetings of the decision-making organs of the MULPOC
The^practice would not only reduce the cost of running the meetings but would also
facilitate the harmonization of the work concerning women with the rest of the MULPOC
work programme.

Report of the Subre-ional Committee of the Niamey MULPOC for the 1981-1982 oeriod

60. The report of the Subregional Committee of the Niamey MULPOC,was ^resented bV
the Rapporteur and was divided into three parts: the 1981-1982 activities carried out
by the co-ordinator and the officers of the Subregional Committee as part of their work
programme; third meeting of the Subregional Committee and the 1983-1985 work programme.

61. The implementation of the 1981-1982 work programme had been hampered by ? shnrta/r
of funds. However, the co-ordinator of the Niamey MULPOC had visited and had had workin
sessions with the 16 national machineries of the subregion, The officers of the sub-cers of the sub

^LtvZT^ co"ordinat^ **d Participated in 12 meetings including those
of the MULPOC and SCA organs, ARCC, regional and subregional funding and development
agencies in West Africa and the Subregional- Committee.

62. Several training seminars had been organized for women in the subrerion in
co-operation with ATRCW: ■

m Ca)_ Seminar on income-generating activities in handicrafts, trade and small-scale
industries m January 1981 in the Niger;

_ (b) Seminar on the role and problems of women in marketing of foodstuffs in West
Africa, m June 1981 in Dakar (for French-speaking countries);

(c) Seminar on project formulation techniques in November 198I in Lome:.

(d) Joint seminar with ILO on the management and administration of women's
co-operatives in Guinea.
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63. The co-ordinator had also submitted to various donors the projects that
the national machineries of the sub region had sent to EC A for funding

(directly by ECA or third parties). The Voluntary Fund for the. United

Nations Decade for Women had agreed.to finance projects for Ghana

(two seminars on the management and administration of co-operatives

and a study tour to the Upper Volta on shea butter preparation

techniques); Togo (strengthening of the role of women in agriculture

and promotion of women's groups for the production of foodstuffs)

and Senegal (development of women's groups in rural areas).

64. A project document of the Union Nationale des Femmes du Mali on

the processing and preservation of fruits and vegetables in.Mali had

been submitted to HATCH which had not yet replied. Oxfan America

had financed two weeks of training for the officials of the

Organization of Cape Verdean Women (O'.'TU") , had offered five scholar
ships to OMCV members for a 10-month education programme and was

expected to finance income-generating projects for rural women.

65- The co-ordinator had submitted to USAID the project document

of the Association des Femmes du Niger on marital relationships which

should serve as a basis for preparation of the Niger family code. ■

She had also submitted project documents from the Upper Volta,

Mauritania, Senegal and Togo to the CEAO, OCAM, ECOWAS and BOAD for

financing. f^ost of the above institutions intended to finance the

projects themselves or to integrate them into their own work

programmes. The Permanent Inter-State Committee for Drought Control

in the Sahel <CILSS) had agreed to participate in the study on the

status and contribution of women in foodstuff production, processing

and marketing.

66. The Third Meeting of the West African Subregional Committee which

had taken place from 5 to 9 February 1983 in Conakry, Guinea, had

resulted in the adoption of five recommendations and a draft constitu

tion for the Subregional Committee. She made special reference to

Recommendation Number 5 which requested the institutionalization of

the Subregional Committee as an inter-governmental organization.

67. Owing to the various political, legal and financial implications

of such a recommendation at its last meeting, the Niamey MULPOC

Council of ministers had requested that recommendation 5 should be

submitted to the ARCC meeting for consideration, comment and possibly,

for further study. Besides, the Subregional Committee recommended

that UMDP's assistance should be increased and diversified.

68. The third meeting of the Subregional Committee had also adapted

a work programme for 1983-19S5 which provided for advisory services

to Cane Verdo, the Ivory Coast, Guinea-Bissau and Nigeria; national

and subregional seminars involving 13 countries; the implementation

of three studies, two of which would be subregional in scope and

the third would involve the four countries: Guinea, Mali, Sierra

Leone and the Gambia; four fellowships; one film on food processing,

preservation and hygiene at the subreqional level; publication of a

quarterly information bulletin; one regional conference and five

subregional meetings.
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69. In conclusion, she drew the meeting's attention to certain

constraints encountered by the co-ordi:iator and the outgoing bureau

in the performance-of their tasks: insufficient.funds for national

machinery development projects; communications difficulties among

various structures; insufficient funds for the adequate operation

of tht Subregiovial Comiri-ctee' s bureau and lack of adequate manpower

for the Niamey MULPOC women's programme.

(C) REPORT .ON THF REGIONAL SEMINAR ON NATIONAL MACHINERIES'- :?01 "IIE

riTEG-AT^^ 0" WOMEN IK T

70* The orepresentative of the. secretariat sumnarized the conclusions

of the Regional Seminar on National Machineries held at Addis Ababa

in November 19;G2. 43 States had replied to ECA's invitation to

participate in the evaluation of the national machineries programme

which had been i *\ existence for 10 years.

71. During the Seminar several problems had been raised concerning

the most operational type of national machinery; the types of

national machineries that existed and the structural problems they

were facing? the types of organizational relationships between

nation.al machineries and other governmental, non-governmental,

national and international bodies. The seminar had also considered

the role of national machineries in the mobilisation of financial

and human resources as well as in bringing about changes in attitudes.

72., She also read and commented, for the benefit of participants,

on the conclusions of the reports of the MULPOC working groups on

specific agenda items. The working group of the Gisenyi and Yaounde

.MULPOCs had noted that the following obstacles had been encountered

by their national machineries: shortage of financial and human

resources; programmes of national machineries which did not correspond

to the priority needs of women; lack of technical training for . -

national machinery personnel; the need to redefine women's require

ments because in the final analysis t'.ie success of national

machineries should be measured by the success of activities to

promote the welfare of the rural women and underprivileged urban

women„

73«, The Niamey MULPOC working., group had identified the lac;' of

statistics on the real contributions of women to development. The

group had discussed types of competent and operational national

machineries and recognized that the payment of leaders of national

machineries.from national budgets was one of the factors which could

make those machineries more dynamic. The recommendations aimed at

ensuring regular financing of. the projects and programmes of national

machineries included the need for national development plans to take

into account the specific and sectoral programmes of national

machineries.

74. The report of the Tangiers MULPOC working group had emphasised

the needs of national machineries of the countries in the North

African subregion in particular the need to have additional financial

and human resources and the need for training and fellowship

programmes for women leaders. Study tours should also be organized

to exchange experience and an intensive campaign should be conducted

through the mass media to change the image of women.
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75 ThP Lusaka MULPOC working group had described the various types
'national machineries in the subregion and stressed the importance

of changing the attitudes of men and women to ensure that those
structures functioned smoothly. Such changes in attitude could be
effected if certain measures were taken s-ch as increasing the role
of the mass media to change the image of women, appointing women

key positions and recognizing the key role that women played in
economic development e?pocial].y in ar,ricalt.i.::s ,

76. The representative of the secretariat introduced the discussion,
drew attention to ATRCtf's main fields of activity and placed special
emphasis on the Centre's decreased resources for the coming years.

She requested participants to express their views ana to describe
their achievements in the various fields. She gave details of
ATRCWs resources to date (ATRCW/ARCC/33/Wd . 1 > Annex II) and of the
prospects for the future, and indicated that ITJDP assistance had been
substantially increased for the forthcoming three years but that such
assistance would go to national and subregional projects and not to
headquarters. SIDA assistance was also forthcoming for three years

in specific fields such as the training of women managers and the
Task Force. The regular budget of the United nations continued to
provide financing for only three posts in ATRCW. Funds from other
sources were all on the decrease, while the assistance provided by
such bodies as UNICEF and the Voluntary Fund of the United Jations
Decade for Women was now given directly to countries. The FAO/UNFPA

family life and population education project was to end on 30 June
1983. Belgium and the Federal Republic of Germany had made no under

taking for 1933.

77. Attention should, however, be drawn to the contributions of
Nigeria and the Congo, which would have great significance for the
future. Lastly, USAID was to give support to the programme research
and communications" as from mid-1983.

78 Participants then emphasized the probler.s of dissemination of
information, project evaluation and financial resources. The
difficulties with respect to circulation of information had been
raised at all the meetings; despite genuine efforts, some problems
persisted. The need for co-operation in that field between ATRCW,

ARCC, the HULPOCs and national machineries was emphasised.

79 The Chief Co-ordinator of ATRCW described the difficulties which
still existed in the dissemination and exchange of information and
drew attention to the existence of PADIS, which was an extremely
important instrument for facilitating such exchange. She nevertheless

emphasized the need for formulating a strategy in that field among the

bodies concerned.

30 Project evaluation both in ATRCW and at the subregional level
should not be carried out globally but in a detailed manner so as to
enable appropriate action to be taken on certain projects in abeyance.
The Chief'Co-ordinator of ATRCW indicated that the concern expressed

would be taken into account.
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81. With respect to financial resources, it was suggested that a

request should be submitted to the forthcoming Conference of Ministers

of the ECA with a view to obtaining a sntr:'.ai grant for the women's

programme. The contributions of two countries were inadequate and

should be followed by other contributions, The necessary national

fund-raising efforts were not always made; countries should be made"

aware of women's probleirs and che national machineries made aware
of the need to should?.'.- t>.ei> c wn problems. "

82. Lastly, a question was raised as to the possible linking up of

the subregional Woip.^'h Px ^ra^rnos and of -heir Co-ordinators with
U:IDP. The Chief Co-ordinstor of ATRCW replied that no change had

taLen rlace with respect, to the relationship between the Women's
Programmes and UNDP, and that UNDP would continue to finance the
latter.

83. The Chairperson of ARCC stressed communications problems and
suggested that the ARCC Bureau and the MULPOC Co-ordinators should
try to establish direct contact with the head of each national

machinery and with the UNDP Office in each country and make systematic
use of channels othei than the rational Ministries of Foreign Affairs
to facilitate the dissemination .of information. With regard to the
financing of Women's Programmes, she recalled that, at the seminar on
national machineries.- an appeal had heen made to the effect that all

machineries should ensure that, in making pledges, their Governments
should specj fy ."what percentage shoald be set aside for women's
programmes. .

ATRCW_work progran»iiie_and priorities - .1984-1985 (agenda item 6)

34, The Chief Coordinator of ATRCW introduced document ATRCW/ARCC/ "

83/WD.9 on the ECA/ATRCK woik Programme arrt priorities, 1984-1985, by
first reiterating"the objectives and functions of ATRCW of providing,
promoting, co-ordinating actions and disseminating information on
women as vital human resources Cor development in Africa, She

proceeded to highlight ".he four major areas of concentration during

the biennium 1984-1985 for 'rcJ:.h ATRCW and M.JLT0C3, namely: the

participation of women in devtjlopflifenu; ttie improving of skills and

opportunities for women? the establishment and strengthening of

machineries; and the i ,i.:or,i<? ;.:. jn r. :twork on ^o.^e.-i-and development in
Africa.

35. With respect to the participation of women in development the

activities to be undertaken would include? provision of advisory

services to member States on priority areas spelt out by them;

assistance on needs determination through needs assessment missions;

assistance on fbrirulrtion of national policies and strategies and

development of national programmes based on identified needs;

assistance on evaluation of existing projects that benefit women and

girls in member States; promotion of .studies on various areas such

as law, and oromotion of national J eve.1 activities on projects

covering various aieas such as wr.ter, nutrition, income-generating
activities, etc. and national expert iuc.eti.ngs to discuss research
findings , etc . ■ ■
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36. With respect to improving skills and opportunities for. women,

emphasis would be placed on skills training for women and girls to

enhance their capabilities in performing their duties and participat

ing effectively in the development process; vocational training for

out-of-school girls; development of assistance to Liberation Movements.

on areas expressed by them; training in business administration,

technical and managerial skills, and appropriate technology as well

as on the expansion of scholarships, fellowships snd internships

programmes to strengthen women's technical capabilities.

87. With respect to the establishment and strengthening of

machineries for the integration of women in development, ECA had been

mandated to promote national, subregional and regional machineries

responsible for the advancement of women, ATRCW assistance on

national machinery would consist of advisory services, programming

and establishment of technical units within national machineries.

88. The objective of the Information Network on Women and Development

in Africa was to fulfil and strengthen ECAfs regional and global

role in dissemination of information. There would be continuity in

provision of the African women newsletter and the services of the

ECA Pan African Documentation and Information System (PADIS) would

be utilized to channel information and research studies on women and

development. A technical publication on econometric projects on

women in Africa in the year 2000. would be issued during the biennium

1984-1985. ATRCW would provide assistance for improvement of two

subregional documentation centres.

89. The secretariat explained the situation of funding for the

activities of the 1934-1985 biennial programme and the funding of

the posts of staff members of ATRCW and the MULPOCs. The report

revealed the major financial constraints - most of the staff posts

and nearly all project activities were financed from extra-budgetary

funds. The termination of support by some donors, the unceftainity

about future funding by other donors and the zero - growth budget of

the United Nations were portents of a gloomy future with respect to

the implementation of the work programme.

90. In the discussions that ensued, it was observed that there was

great need for specific and concrete strategies for mobilizing funds

from donors and member States. Appeals had already been made to

member States to support and commit funds to women1 s programmes',

however, national machineries for women in development should follow-

up and urge-their governments to ensure that such support and pledges,

were made. An appeal should also be made to donors to continue,

funding the women's programmes and ATRCW programmes. Furthermore,

a proposal was made for OAU to explore ways and means of providing

support to the women's programmes. OAU could collaborate with other

intergovernmental bodies such as ARCC in such efforts to mobilize

funds for women1s programmes. Lastly the new ARCC Chairperson

requested that the reports of the various subregional committees

should be sent to ARCC to facilitate communications with the various

MULPOCs,
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VII. Institutional framework governing relations between the various organs

established to promote the integration of women in development (aqenda item 7)

91. The legal adviser of ECA introduced document ATRCW/ARCC/83/WD.8 entitled
"Note on the institutional framework governing relations between the various

organs established to promote the integration of women in development". Following

an account of events leading to the preparation of the document, he indicated
its salient features, namely:

(a) The composition of ARCC as set forth in resolution 365(XIV) adopted by

the fourteenth session of the ECA Conference of Ministers held in March 1979 in
Rabat, Morocco;

(b) The composition of the ARCC decision-making organ namely, its bureau,
and its rules of procedure;

(c) The terms of reference of ARCC according to ECA Conference of Ministers
resolution 365(XIV);

(d) The nature, composition and functions of the subregional committees for

the integration of women in development within the MULPOCs as stipulated at the

First Regional Conference held in September 1977 at Nouakchott, Mauritania;

(e) The rules of procedure of subregional committees to be found in Annex I
of the reference document;

(f) The nature and functions of ATRCW, an organ of ECA and for that matter

of the United Nations, its staff and role vis-a-vis ARCC. That part of the

document also dealt with co-ordinators of women's programmes within the MULPOCs,

their role as MULPOC experts and their relationships with the subregional
committees.

92. The document also reviewed the role of ARCC vis-a-vis .. the- ^uhre-c-'.or<-■:.

Committees, ECA bodies and the MULPOCs. He dwelt on the question of the legal

nature of ARCC which happened to be an intergovernmental organization and not a

subsidiary body of ECA. He defined the limits of JVRCC's powers in its

relationships with ATRCW and with other ECA bodies.

93. The document under discussion did not, however, deal with the nature and

functions of national machineries. That lay entirely within the jurisdiction of

member States.

94. During the discussions that followed the statement by the Legal Adviser of

ECA, regret was expressed that the document on the important question under

discussion had not been transmitted to member countries in advance so that they

could express their views on the subject in full knowledge of the facts. In reply

it was explained that, before submission of the document under consideration, the

ECA secretariat had had to undertake a thorough examination of the question and a

careful comparison with similar structures, and that had given rise to the

unfortunate delay.

95. One proposal that give rise to discussion was that representatives of States

not members of ARCC should be allowed to participate as observers in that body's

meetings anc! discussions. The Legal Adviser pointed out that paragraph 3(e) of the

document under consideration mentioned that the relevant rules of procedure of ARCC

was the same as that of ECA so far as they were applicable. (The speaker urged

participants to refer to the latter). Any State member of ECA could at any time
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be invited to take part as an observer in meetings of organs or committees to which

it is not a member; r: coai =1 '~hjc, take part ir v.he discussions and cculd even submit

working documents, without the right to vote.. The costs of participation in meetings

by such a member Steta as an observer hid/ of course, to be borne entirely by that

State.. Nr.turr^'L./; *:ba participation of States as observers in ARCC meetings could

only be on an optional basis, witn no obligation on the part of States.

96. On^ repi.es su'e^iw observed chat paragraph 9 (b) of the document under

consideration made no reference to the bureau of subregional committees in the

submission of ^b.^ioud.' ;. ?-i. t s '.o chu v^i.i->cc MJ'i.?OC meetings; it should be

considered whether it would not be preferable for the Chairperson of the Subregional

Committee bureau, rui-har thsn i:Ue Co-ordinator, to introduce the report of the

Subregional 3oiradtLet. meeting ire the -naatings of the Technical Preparatory Committee

of the Whole (TEPCOW) anJ of the MUtPOC Council of Ministers. The ECA Legal Adviser

pointed that, at mo^Lings of the ECA Conference of Ministers, it was always the ECA

officials » technicians and experts - who introduced the reports of the various

substantive divisions and those of ATRCW itself, so that they could cover all the.,

technical aspects referred to in the reporta and reply to any questions raised. It

was in that light that paragraph 9(b) had been drafted, and he hoped that that

paragraph coiud rsnii-ir: as lc

97. One participant also observed that thp text under consideration should not

conflict with the lragf.l texts in force in certain subregions concerning the

relations of subregional co7rcnittees and other subregional bodies such as the

Economic Community of ;.h^ G^e^t Lakes Countries (CEPGL). In that respect, she

suggested -chat the tsxt should -.nciucle a sentence referring to such agreements

whenever appli

98. There \:&m some questions, followed by explanations by the Secretariat,

concerning the legal cbav-cLer ex ARCC,: It was asked whether ARCC was an inter

governmental organisation or a subsidiary body of ECh, and what were the advantages

and disadvantages of the two. It was emphasized that ARCC was already an inter

governmental oicgar. ir. che.t it was aa' assembly of sovereign States and the policies

and needs expressed ir. it *\- r*- t:^.ie of tho States represented, speaking on behalf

of the States of the. sci-recion wr.ich had elected them. Furthermore, ARCC was not

necessarily a subsici ,.ry r-rr;?« of £3» merely bec* ,~- the latter provided its

secretariat throajv* ArKCW, il coald jjeccme one oy adopting a resolution to that

effect for subMs:.icu Lc the Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole, hence to

the ECS Conference ■'■- M:*is;L-tc:-.■. >T'Ji; t.pprovr.i l,l3..- t-stly, to the United Nations.-

Economic and Social Council, It would then have a share in the ECA budget (to which

member ■countries covld, :".f necessary^ be invited Lo contribute supplementary funds)

and would luwo ali t'^e other sdvar.tacfi^ of belcnginy to the United Nations system;

one consequents vvoulrl cs a clofce:.; rol&t:unship T/.'ith the ECA programme,

99. If, on the oi.hor hand. ,->KCC elected to remain an intergovernmental body with

its own budget, it-3 own rulsR oi procedure, its own structures and its own secretariat,

it could do so, men all the f^nancral and administrative consequences attendant

upon such a choree, ir. Aiiy event, it should gi.srd against any hastly decision -

since there v/as no vxaencx - arid AKOC should'taka its decision in the light of the

higher interests of African woinen ,ind of Africa itself.

100. Following disou'ision or the subject of trie chairing of subregional committees,

a consensus wp.s reacbod tr.pt the ^hair shcu]^ be occupied Dy rotation among member

countries of the siirro;<:ori. Tre custcir. was for the host country of. the subregional

committee mcotiiicr tc provido tho chairperson of th-^t meeting, but that was neither

a right nor an obligation; cloccions v-e_o hold in any event tc appoint the officers

of the subregional commiLtoj, and the -irincipl^- of rotation in that respect had been

strongly reafi-V'med. The i.cnn of office of che subregional officers was two years.
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101. The term of office of the officers of the ARCu Bureau was also two years.

In reply to the question as to whether that principle did not conflict with the

principle that the Regional Conference itself met every three years, it was

explained that.there was no difficulty or conflict between the varying periods,

since a new ARCC bureau elected at the end of a two-year period was well able to

go on preparing for the Regional Conference for the following year.

102. Some concern was expressed with respect to paragraph 3(a) of the document

under consideration concerning relations between the staff of the MULPOCs and of

ATRCW, on the one hand, and the ATFCW subregional committees on the other. The

Chairperson of ARCC explained that there had always been perfect collaboration

between the staff and the subregional and regional bodies concerned. The Chief

Co-ordinator of ATRCW and the Legal Counsel of ECA explained that the article in

question had been included simply in order to clarify matters — bearing in

mint that ARCC and the subregional machineries were young organs — and not

because of any past or present difficulties.

103. At the end of the discussions on Agenda Item 7, the meeting decided that^it

should take note ft sthe document under study which should be sent to member States

for consultation and comments, so that discussion on the subjecte could be reported

to the next session of ARCC.

VIII. Third Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in Development

(agenda item 8)

104. The Chief Co-ordinator of ATRCW introduced documents ATRCW/ARCC/83/WD.5 and

ATRCW/ARCC/83/WD.5/Add.l on the Third Regional Conference on the Integration of

Women in Development concerning the regional preparations for the World Conference of

the United Nations Decade of Women. She reported on the follow-up action taken by

ECA as follows: After consultations with member States, the President of ARCC and

Governments of potential host countries, ECA had requested the Sudan to host the

Conference and had-proposed tr v old the Con/urence from 16 to 20 January 1984.

areas105. The agenda below iiaJ beer dravm up on the v^sis of the major programme

identified by ARCC III and the Tripoli Conference of Ministers in Jipril 198.? so

as to be considered by ■ARCC at this meeting. It stands as follows:

(1) Review and appraisal of progress made in the implementation of the

principles and objectives of the United Nations Decade for Women in the Africa region

(2) Implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action:

(a) African,women and the food crisis;

(b) Women and the Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA);

(c) Women in the rural areas, refugees and displaced persons, the legal

status of women, out-of-school girfe and vocational training, national

machineries and utilization of research.

(3) The World Conference on the United Nations Decade for Women (1985)

(4) An African charter for the 1980s and beyond

(5) Other matters.
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106. Tfte cost of the conference had been estimated at $US167,299 and ECA had

approached U£>F and United Nations agencies for possible assistance. Tentative

support coKiuitirents had been made by ifcOP and tie UN Centre for Social Develop^-
ment and humanitarian ?£fairs (C53HA) and possibilities of financial contributions

from OK) were still being explored.

107. In order to facilitate full participation of the WUPOCs in the preparation

of the Tiiird Regional Conference ar4 tlie Vforld Conference, ECft was pronosing to

assign the following studies to the fELPOCs:

and tiie Food crisis in Africa: Yaounde and Gisehyi lULPOCs

- VJbnen under 4"*artheid and Refugee Lusaka JflJLPOC (in collaboration

problems: v?ith OAJ)

- Role^of Wbraen in the Industrial Uiamby and Tangiers lULPOGs

Development Decade for Africa: ,. : -,■■■'■

- tooman in the year 2000 fflROJ'and /RCC Bureau in
collaboration with OW

103. Subsequent to the presentation on thepreparationsof the Regional Gbnference,

a presentation'was made by a representative of the Secretariat on the preparatory

activities of the 1985 Vtorld conference. \

A. Interagency meeting on preparation for the tforld Cbnference ■- ■■

109. Ihe neeting,was "convened in Vienna on 21 and 22 February 1933, to discuss
substantive cmitrifcutions of the United Nations System to the Conference and other

matters relevant to the preparations for the Conference. Three main areas were

considered as follows:

(a) Review and /^jpraisal of progress made at the national, regional

and international levels:

110. Unitad Nation .agencies would collaborate in the preparation of this document In a co

ordinated way. A questionnaire containing t^o sections - general and sectoral/

topical - wouldbe prepared in tnat respect. The Centre for Social Development and ■

humanitarian Affairs would prepare the general part and the various agencies, each

in its respective field of competence, would prepare the questionnaires on the

sectoral/topical issues. A timetable for the preparation and finalization of the
report was agreed upon, ao that effect, a technical vorking group of lead

agencies would be held in Vienna in May to finalize the draft questionnaire. The

Centre for Social Oeveloptnent and Kunanitarian Mfairs would subsequently !

finalize, process and transmit the questionnaires to marrber States and co-ordinatse

tiie analysis of the replies.

(b) tjbrld survey on the role of women in development; '-

111. Tlie specialized agencies and organizations of the UN system would collaborate

closely in the drafting of the survey in response to Genera} ^ssec^ly resolution
3G/74. They iiaci agreed on the allocation of duties according to lead and

co-operating agencies in ths field under consideration. The Centere for Social

Development and humanitarian £ffairs would L© the focal office for the co- ;
ordination of the report.
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(c) Statistics and indicators on the situation of women .: f "

112. The Statistical Office of the United Nations proposed the preparation of
manual of statistics and indicators on the situation o£ womehfor the World
^n^e^e> *?'Ordn tO haVe a con8olidated and co-ordinated approach to th«
computation of statistics and indicators oh women. The meeting agreed that the
proposal would be circulated for comments and contributions.

B• Ii£2L.§ession_of^the_Commis^on_on_the_sta

E£®E2£2torbdfh (1985)

T?*e ^et1^ had been held in Vienna, from 23 February to 4 March to

andthrDro^iePTtlOn,S *°l "" Conference' ******** ^cJenlltioTT^llity,
Cotni^i h a t T?d& °f the 1985 World Co«^"nce. The Preparatory *'
Committee had emphasized that the agenda should be short, simple and substantive

^orts on th^ S fnlmU? nUmber °f back^°-d documents! These SuS inS
«™L^L Y rtll^4arid «PP^i8«X of progress achieved and obstacles
encountered in attaining the goals of the United Nations:Decade for Women; a
World Survey on the role of Women in Development and a forward-looking strata
and concrete measures to overcome obstacles up to the year 2000 stra<*gy

lit'™ ?* £on?*"ee emPhasized the importance of regional preparatory meetings
tne reports ot which would form part of the documentation of the Conference tT *

of'budgetar^rlvisSns011 hMia*'****}. and interregional meetings? In terms
HaIH thG Weseary-.teaourcee should be provided from the existing '
budgetary resources for 1983 and from the regular budget for 1984-1985.
Voluntary contributions would also be welcome.

of Palestinian women, and women undetir«garthe±(j. • ; : .; .: v ^ n tne situation

congratulated^ new chairper&dit for her

\ ^ PPr.cl»«'6n M^t«V for thkxcellent
?°inf t0 enhan" the lnt^*a"on of women in development and

view of ^ «ecrfarfat tf," inviting her to attend the meeting as an observer in
to be Lid /°m ?C°^in8 c!lld Conference ■«« the United Nations Decade foremen
to be held in Nairobi. She assured participants that preparatory committees were
busy with thejorganization of the conference and that as soon as arrangements
were finalized, member States would be informed. arrangements

around ttelnlZl^lZ^ ^ *™<™^■"—*- «"°ve was articulated

Agenda of the World Conference to be held in Nairobi;

Preparation of studies and reports; for the Third Regional Conference; and

Relations between^AU PAWO, ATRCW and ARCC for the preparation of both
the Regional and World Conferences.
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118. £s ^regards the first point, the secretariat promised participants that -

information concerning the, final decision on the two agenda items still in

abeyance would be sent to tnem as soon as received. Participants of the 7RCC

meeting expressed the wish tiiat the Regional Conference should have a chance to

discuss all the agenda items of the Vtorld Conference so that African Vforren could

make their views known on these questions, for consideration at a later stage „

by the.ViOrld Conference itself.

119. (Bncerning the preparation of the studies and docvarents to be^presented to
the regional conference, the secretariat reminded tlie participants that the main

themes of the proposed agenda for the Conference had been outlined by the '

resolution of the Council of Ministers meeting in Tripoli in 1982. Thus the

agenda had been prepared in accordance with those general orientations although it

was to be noted that the three items proposed were by no means the only questions

concerning women in the Lagos Plan of Action. The latter remained the basic

reference document, whose implementation would liave to be evaluated with respect

to its port concerning women. However} the Uorld programme of Action adopted in '

Copenhagen by tlie majority of the countries of the international conrumity,

also provided a general framework and orientations which should not be neglected.

120. With respect to the practical aspects of the preparation of the documents

and studies for the Regional Conference, it was suggested that the ri&FOCs1

co-ordinators sliould be the focal points to collect data and recommendations

sent in by member States on the specific themes proposed to each subregion for

study (see para. 107 above) . Jata anu recommendations thus collected would then

be sent to iftRCW for the finalization of documents covering the whole of the

region. It was proposed that iffiRCW should study with the MULPOGs1 Coordinators,

facilities and resources which should be provided to them for such work. ;

121. Concerning the preparation of a Charter for £frican Vtomen for the Eighties

and beyond as proposed by the secretariat, participants expressed the wish that

such a Charter should not divert from the Lagos Plan of lotion and the Copenhagen

of Action which should be taken as bases and reference. . :

122. Finally, with respect to the idea of holding experts meetings before (or

concurrently with) tiie Regional Conference — as would ire the case for other

regions — the consensus was that such meetings should not be held, the experts

Leing invited to express their views and analyses either to the Coordinators and

as part of the documents mentioned above, or at tlie Regional Conference itself,

123. Concerning the relationsliip between OffiU, V£¥O, PMGX and 7KCC, participants

empiiasized the need to see all those organizations work together for the

preparation of the Isegional Conference as well as tiie lorld Conference so that

the Region as a wiiole coulci s^eak with one voice at the Uorid Conference. The

neeting noted with satisfaction the statements made by the OPSJ representative

regarding the collaboration already established between 0£U, P?TO and FIRCZ on

tnis subject. The QPli representative recalled the meetings held between those

three organizations in October 1932 with a viev? to ensuring a joint preparation

of the Regional and Ttorld Conferences. Tiie holding of a joint Regional Conference

had been seriously considered then, but certain points still remained to be

finalized such as tiie title of the Conference and the financial participation

of OHj. The assemLly was informed that tlie O/U Conference of Ministers had

allocated $1)570,000 for tlie regional conference previously scheduled by OW, but

that it would do everything possible to use this sum for a joint regional

conference.
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124. Pt the end of tne discussion, the assembly adopted a proposal requesting the

7&CC bureau, /OROtf, P/MO and, QMJ to hoid a consultative meeting.as soon as
possible in order to finalize the preparation and agenda of a joint regional

conference, on viiicli a general consensus had been reached at the 2RCC meeting,

fenber States would-.be informed as soon as possible of the results of the said

consultative meeting. .

Closing Session

125. ^t the closing session, the representative of the Executive Secretary of the

ECA expressed liis appreciation for the seriousness and high quality of the work

done by the assembly. .He congratulated the new HCC Bureau and indicated that
EGA would continue to expand its efforts towards the advancement of women in
itfrica. Finally, lie reiterated the invitation made by the Executive Secretary

to the delegates to attend the Silver Jubilee celebrations.

126. On behalf of the participants, the delegate of Rwanda, Rapporteur of the

Subregionai Committee of tl'ae Gisenyi.ItiLPOC, thanked the Government and People of

Socialist Ethiopia for their hospitality and support. She also thanked EC£

secretariat for its co-operation and its contribution to the success of the

meeting.

127. In her closing speech, the newly-elected President of iRCC stated that the

Subregionai Committees should accelerate their efforts for the implementation of

women's programmes at the national and subregionai levels, and, in that

connexion, appealed yet again to the Governments of African States to support

those programmes. Siie expressedher appreciation for ECA's programmes for the

integration of women in development and asked the Commission to use the Silver

Jubilee to give a fresh impetus to tnose programmes. Finally, she recalled that

the success of the women's programmes at the national, subregional and regional

levels depended first and "foremost, on women themselves.

rttoption of the Report

123. The Report of the meeting was finally react and approved with some amendments

together with the resolutions which form an integral part of the Report.

Further to their adoption, the assembly decided that the question of a possible
transformation of JS. CC into a subsidiary organ of ECA would be reported to the

next .PRCC meeting togetiier with the discussion on the document on /RCC status.
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D. RESOLUTIONS

Re s-jlut ion_ 1_

Women and Development in Africa: Implementation of

Programmes and Mobilization of Resources

The Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women

In Development

Recalling resolutions 360(XIV), 361(XIV) , 362(XIV) of 27 Rarch 1979,
407 (XVlToTTo April 1981 and 447 (XVII) of 30 April 1982 of the Conference of
Ministers of the Economic Commission for Africa on the mobilization of resources

and implementation of programmes for the advancement of women ;

Recalling also its resolutions 1, 2 and 3 adopted at its third meeting

held a~t~Do"^ala, from 15 to 17 March 1982, on resources and programmes for

women;

Commending the efforts of African States in providing material, human and
financial support to the women's programmes at the national, subregional and

regional levels;

Noting with satisfaction the continued assistance of the United Nations
Dov-lonment Progri^eTnd the international community to the women's programmes

of the^African Training and Research Centre for Women and'the Multinational

Programming and Operational Centres;

Recognizing that still greater efforts need to be made to improve the
conditio!Tof~the majority of African women, especially in the rural areas,

1 U-ges African governments and national machineries for the integration
of women Tn~de"velopment to take necessary steps to ensure that women's needs are
acaiately identified and effectively met through national policies, legislations

and development programmes:

2 Calls Uuon African governments and national machineries to ^

systemHtic"daTa"coTlection on women in all sectors of the economy and utilize

cuch data as a basis for programmes for women;

3 Urges African governments and national machineries to ensure that
tM-ir res£e~c~r.ive permanent missions to the United Nations and delegations to the
Fir>h Committee of the General Assembly dealing with budgetary matters are wo.U
informed on the critical needs of African women and advocate greater support for

the women*s programmes by the United Nations?

4 Endorses the recommendations of the Regional Seminar on National
MachineriiiHEoTThe Integration of Women in Development held at Addis Ababa

from 27: to 26 November 1982 :

5 Calls ucon the national machineries to play a more effective role in
the mobiliz^ioTToT resources and implementation and evaluation of Programmes _

that truly improve the socio-economic condition of women especially in Jie ruxai

areas:



6- Appeals to African Suites to contribute adequate human, material

and financial resources for the strengthening of the national machineries

so as to enable them to discharge their responsibilities effectively;

7t' ^PPeals further ~o /.trier..-. States, -\fricr.n' intergovernmental
organizations and the international community to eanaark substantial portions

of their contributions for the regional and subregional women:s programmes at

the Fourth Pledging Con::erance of the United Nations Trust Fund fnr African

Development to be hel<! on tha occasion of the twenty-fifth anniversary of" the
Economic Commission for Africa.

Resolution 2

Education ?.nd training of women in specific priority

areas

'£feLAfrica Rec*ional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women in
Development,

Recalling its resolutions 4 and 5 of 17 March 1982, concerning, inter-

oJLLa, industrial and vocational training for wonen,

the urgent calls made by the Subregional Committees for the£i9£L g
Integration of Women in Development at their 19S2/1983 meetings for the

education and training of women in specific priority areas,

Aware of the limited opportunities available to women for professional,

vocational and technical training,

Recognizing that the Lagos Plan of Action calls for the full participation

of women in development especially in the priority areas needed to create a

self-reliant and self-sustaining development in the region,

1# Ur9es African governments to adopt deliberate policies to accelerate

access by women to formal educational and training institutions especially in the

technical and scientific fields,

2- Calls upon African governments, national machineries for the integration

of women ir development and the United Nations and other international development

agencies to promote and develop active programmes to train women and girls in

science and technology, agriculture including extension, industry, planning

and administration, entrepreneurship, business and co-operativo management, and
vocational fields ,

3- EH^£__ African governments, national machineries and the United Nations

and other international development agencies to ensure that the training programmes
offered to women lead to gainful employment.
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Resolution 3

Institutional framework governing relations fagtween_the

various organs established to promote the integration of

women in development

The Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women

in Development

Appreciating the effort made by the secretariat of the Economic Commission
for Africa in preparing and consolidating the existing constitutions, terms

of reference and rules of procedure of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating

Committee and the Subregional Committees for the Integration of Women in

Development, contained in document ATROW/ARCC/83/WD.8,

Considering the importance of the subject and the need for the national

machineries for the integration of women in development to have the document

duly studied by their legal experts,

1. Requests the .African Training and Research Centre for Women to

circulate~the~document to national machineries, subregional committees and

the African Regional Co-ordinating Committee for study;

2 invites the national machineries to submit their views and comments

to the Ecc^mic Commission for Africa as early as possible but not later than

31 October 1983;

3. calls upon the Economic Commission for Africa to present to the next

meeting of the African Regional Co-ordinating Committee a revised version

of the document taking into account the views and comments expressed by the
national machineries, subregional committees and the Africa Regional Co-ordina

ting Committee.

Resolution 4

Third Regional Conference_for__the_Integration of Women

in Development^

The Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women__

in Development,

Having taken cognizance^ of the documents and information given by the

secretariat on the proposed agenda, data and venue of the Third Regional

Conference for the Integration of VJomen in Development,

Noting the progress made to date by the Preparatory Committee of the

World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women? Equality,

Development and Peace,
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Noting with appreciation the efforts already undertaken by the Government

of Kenya in preparing for the World Conference in 1985,

Anxious that Africa's position at the World Conference should be firm,

clear and united,

1. Calls on the Economic Commission for Africa to ensure that all the

items of the agenda of the World Conference are thoroughly discussed by the

Third Regional Conference so that the Africa region would come to the World

Conference with a well-defined approach and common stand;

2* Hecommends that the Third Regional Conference be organized jointly

by the Economic Commission for Africa and the Organization of African Unity;

3. Requests that the Secretariats of the Economic Commission for Africa

and the Organization of African Unity together with the Bureau of the Africa

Regional Co-ordinating Committee and the Pan African Women's Organization

should hold a consultative meeting as soon as possible to decide on the agenda

of the Third Regional Conference.




